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This publication examines the influences of glassy carbon foam electrodes on the overall battery performance of secondary sodium
iodine batteries. The battery combines a molten sodium anode and an iodine-based cathode with NaSICON serving as a ceramic
separator. The battery system works at 100 °C and is suitable for stationary energy storage. A long cycle life and good resource
utilization are major concerns for establishing the proposed battery system. This paper employs a spatially resolved simulation
approach to investigate the effects of foam electrodes of different porosities and cell sizes on the charging and discharging
behavior. The spatially resolved model reflects species and mass transport as well as electrochemical processes and reactions in the
positive half cell. An open-pored glassy carbon foam cathode structure shows an improved utilizable capacity compared to a
simpler two-dimensional electrode. Parameter studies of foam porosity and specific surface area indicate that porosity is the crucial
parameter for achievable depth of discharge. We conclude that glassy carbon open-pored foam of preferably high porosity is a
suitable material for cathode electrodes in sodium iodine batteries.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published on behalf of The Electrochemical Society by IOP Publishing Limited. This is an open access
article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License (CC BY, http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted reuse of the work in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. [DOI: 10.1149/
1945-7111/accab7]
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Lithium-ion batteries are among the most widespread battery
types and state-of-the-art battery technologies for mobile devices
and automotive applications due to their superior energy and power
density. However, the expected demand of electric vehicles will
outstrip lithium supply in the near future leading to increasing
lithium prices.1 Additionally, the decarbonization of the energy
sector is a major challenge for limiting the effects of climate change.
The large-scale integration of clean energy sources destabilizes the
energy grid because of intermittent penetration by renewable energy
sources.2 Electrochemical energy storage can alleviate the urgent
need for grid energy storage but asks for earth-abundant, cost-
efficient, and lithium-free solutions. The all-liquid sodium iodine
battery combines a molten sodium anode with an aqueous iodine
cathode. The battery operates at about 100 °C, which is above the
melting point of the sodium anolyte and the boiling point of the
aqueous catholyte. It is a future candidate for medium-scale
stationary energy storage application due to its high specific capacity
and sustainable materials.3,4 Numerical investigations have indicated
transport limitation as the major restriction for the overall battery
performance.5 To overcome these limitations, an improved cathode
electrode structure needs to provide a large surface area for the
surface reactions inside the battery maintaining a high porosity to
achieve sufficient energy capacities and resource efficiency of the
battery system. Three-dimensional electrodes are commonly used to
surmount transport limitations in two-dimensional electrodes in
electrochemical processes.6 Packed-bed electrodes, porous elec-
trodes, active fluidized-bed electrodes, and moving-bed electrodes
are realizations of three-dimensional electrodes.7 Among these,
porous structures like cloths, felts, or foams are best suited for the
targeted sodium iodine battery because of their simplicity and cost
advantage which are desired in stationary energy storage. Open-
pored foams are one potential cathode geometry8 and have been
considered for lead flow batteries.9 Metal foams are widely
described in the literature and serve—for instance—as catalysts or
are used for heat transfer applications.10,11 Solid foams are utilized
for high-strength materials in the aviation industry. In most cases,
foams are manufactured by mixing the liquid material with a
blowing agent. The foam solidifies after cooling. Therefore, minimal
surface structures mathematically describe dry foams. The Kelvin

cell is the mostprominent one and is widely used for idealized
descriptions of foams.12 It is a 14-sided tetrakaidecahedron con-
sisting of six quadrilateral and eight hexagonal faces. Weaire and
Phelan proposed a structure with even smaller surface area.13

However, the difference in surface area is less than 0.3%, and the
Weaire-Phelan structure is more complex consisting of six 14-sided
polyhedra and two 12-sided polyhedra with irregular faces. It is
computationally expensive to build and simulate virtual Weaire-
Phelan foams and implement appropriate cyclic boundary condi-
tions. Studies of the mechanical properties and heat transfer in foams
indicate negligible differences between the Kelvin cell and Weaire-
Phelan cell models.14,15 Therefore, the present work focuses on
Kelvinʼs conjecture. The Kelvin cell is space-filling, and the foam
unit cell results from subtracting a sphere from the Kelvin cell.16 The
cell size determines the parent bubble size of the foam. The porosity
and pore sizes depend on the ratio between Kelvin cell size and
sphere diameter. This method produces foams of arbitrary length and
thickness by packing the resulting foam unit cells.

A variety of materials are feasible for constructing such open-
pored foam structures including polymers, carbon materials, or
different metals. Most traditional battery electrode materials are
not chemically stable in the aggressive iodine media but glassy
carbon shows long-term stability against the catholyte solution.3 As
a consequence, reticulated vitreous carbon (RVC) foams—also
known as glassy carbon foams—are suitable candidates for sodium
iodine batteries. Reticulated vitreous carbons are commonly fabri-
cated from a resin-coated, open-cell polyurethane foam through
carbonization at 700°C–1100 °C. The foam evolution process
includes drainage by capillary forces and rapid wall thinning which
results in Kelvin cell-like open-pored foam structures. Tenorino and
Casolo-Ginelli first describe a reticulated, three-dimensional elec-
trode obtained by metallization of polyurethane foams in an
electrochemical process.17 A 2009 review emphasizes reticulated
vitreous carbon as a new carbon material for batteries.18

Electrochemically active species penetrate the high void volumes
of up to 97%, thus achieving high volumetric energy densities. The
rigid structure withstands temperatures of around 100 °C. In addi-
tion, reticulated vitreous carbons are inexpensive, available, possibly
produced from sustainable materials, and inert against various
chemicals including halides. Mastragostino and Gramellini reported
kinetic studies with vitreous carbon electrodes and the bromine/
bromide redox couple in an aqueous solution.19zE-mail: felix.gerbig@kit.edu
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The objective of this paper is to introduce three-dimensional
electrodes and to establish an improved cathode architecture for
sodium iodine batteries. To fill this gap in the literature, the present
paper identifies an optimized cell design by performing spatially
resolved electrochemical simulations of glassy carbon foam elec-
trodes. Our findings aid in developing competitive aqueous iodine
cathodes with high reversible efficiency and power density.

Mathematical Model

This section outlines the physical model of a liquid sodium iodine
battery and details the enhanced cathode structures used in this
publication. Zhu and Kee describe the underlying electrochemical
model in great detail.4 Previous work extends their one-dimensional
model to three dimensions with the necessary additions.5 The present
study fully resolves the positive electrode with a three-dimensional
simulation because there, the chemistry and thermodynamic con-
straints are the most complex and the geometry has a decisive
influence on the overall battery performance. The negative half cell
solely contains of molten sodium which does not influence the cell
voltage and battery performance much because of its high con-
ductivity. Its effect is modeled by a boundary condition.

The presented simulations were carried out with the
OpenFOAM® software package, which is based on the finite volume
method.20 The software was originally designed for computational
fluid dynamics. The code is partially rewritten by means of the
implementation of governing equations and boundary conditions for

the underlying electrochemical model. The numerical solver is an
adaption from a previously developed lithium-ion battery solver21,22

to describe the sodium iodine battery.5 Figure 1 illustrates the
sodium iodine battery working principle. The chemical reaction
directions are shown for the discharging process.

Electrochemical model.—The net reaction of the sodium iodine
battery is

+ ⇌ + [ ]+ −2Na 2I I 2Na 12

with a standard potential of 3.2495 V.23,24 The anode contains
molten sodium slightly above its melting point at 100 °C.
NaSICON (Na Super Ionic CONductor) separates the cathode and
anode half cells and is a pure sodium-ion conductor. It is a dense
ceramic material and serves as electrolyte separator membrane.
NaSICON-type ceramics commonly featurea high sodium ion
conductivity at relatively low temperatures and negligible interfacial
resistance to liquid sodium.25,26 Furthermore, it displays good
stability against molten sodium27 and concentrated aqueous halide
solutions3 which makes it an attractive alternative electrolyte to
established sodium-β″ alumina. While discharging, the molten
sodium level in the anode compartment sinks, and sodium ions
travel through the NaSICON separator entering the cathode domain.
The cathode half cell is made up of a glassy carbon foam infiltrated
with electrolyte. The aqueous electrolyte comprises I2, I

−, −I3 , and
Na+. Iodide forms from iodine at the electrolyte-cathode electrode
interface. At the same time, iodine is reproduced from the
equilibrium reaction between iodine, iodide, and triiodide:28

⇌ + [ ]− −I I I 23 2

This is important because iodine itself is barely soluble in water but
can recombine with iodide to polyiodides which prevents precipita-
tion of potentially harmful solid iodine. Triiodide formation occurs
in a two-step mechanism but globally follows the reaction state in
Eq. 2. The surface fluxes Jk and molar production rates rk contribute
to the species transport in the electrolyte solution:

∂[ ]
∂

= −∇· + [ ]J
X

t
r 3k

k
k

The diffusion and migration components are estimated by dilute
solution theory and govern the electrolyte species surface fluxes29,30

= − ∇[ ] − [ ]∇Φ [ ]J D X
z F

RT
D X 4k k k

k
k k

el el
el

where [Xk] are the molar concentrations of the electrolyte species,
Dk

el are the corresponding diffusion coefficients, zk are the corre-
sponding charges, F is the faradaic constant, R is the universal gas
constant, T is the temperature, and Φel is the electrostatic potential in
the catholyte solution. The electrolyte charge fluxes result from the
movement of the charge-carrying species:

∑σ= − ∇Φ − [ ] [ ]i z FD X 5k k kel el el
el

The electric current density field is divergence-free ∇ · iel = 0
because of the imposed local charge neutrality in the electrolyte.
The present study does not resolve double layer forming and thus

yields =∂Φ
∂

0
t
el . In the glassy carbon foam structure, Ohm’s law

represents the current density:

∇· = [ ]i 0 6ed

The crucial charge transfer kinetics between glassy carbon surface
and the electrolyte follow the widely accepted Butler-Volmer
equation.29,31

Figure 1. Working principle of a sodium iodine battery with glassy carbon
foam cathode structure.

Table I. Modeling parameters for the Na-I2 secondary battery.

Parameter Value

Symmetry factors (αa, αc) 0.5
Cathode conductivity (σcath) 2 × 104 S m
Cathode length (lcath) 2 cm
Separator thickness (lsep) 0.5 mm
Exchange current factor ◦i0 1 A cm−2

NaSICON conductivity (σsep)
33 10 mS cm−1

Diffusion coefficients Na+ ( )+DNa
34

6.3867 × 10−9 m2 s−1

Diffusion coefficients I− ( )−DI
35 7.8625 × 10−9 m2 s−1

Diffusion coefficients −I3 ( )−DI3
35 5.2677 × 10−9 m2 s−1

Diffusion coefficients I2 ( )DI2
35 5.9989 × 10−9 m2 s−1
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It is a phenomenological modeling approach to express the net
charge transfer rate resulting from the heterogeneous reaction
occurring on the electrolyte-cathode surface. The Butler-Volmer
current density depends on the local overpotential along with the
exchange current density i0 which accounts for the reaction kinetics
and takes the form Ref. 4:

= ([ ][ ] ) ([ ][ ] )

+ ([ ][ ] )
[ ]

β β
∘

∗ / − − ∗ −

∗

− −

−
i i

I I I I

1 I I
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2 2
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2 2
1
2

a a
1 1

1

where °i0 fits the exchange current density to experimental data.32

Table I lists the modeling parameters used in this study.

Foam characterization.—Reticulated vitreous carbon foams
incorporate a high volumetric porosity and are chemically inert
and therefore serve as the cathode structures. It is important to
quantitatively describe the foam properties in order to understand
their effects on the battery performance. The foam structures can be
characterized by means of porosity ϵ and the specific surface area.
The mathematical construction of a Kelvin foam structure is
achieved by subtracting a sphere from Kelvin’s conjecture. The
porosity is defined as the ratio between the empty volume fraction
and the total volume. It can take values between 0 and 1:

ϵ = [ ]
V

V
9

empty

It is sufficient to look at one Kelvin unit cell because it is packable
and symmetric in each direction.36 The volume of the Kelvin unit
cell then equals the total volume (V= VKel). The Kelvin cell volume
is obtained by subtracting six square pyramids with height h off the
octahedron volume:37

⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

= − = [ ]V V V
l

6 8 2
3

10Kel octahedron square pyramid
pyramid

3

The void space calculates from the spherical parent bubble Vbub,Kel

by subtracting 14 sphere caps Vcap which protrude the truncated
octahedron sides:

= − − [ ]V V V V8 6 11empty bub,Kel cap,hexagon cap,square

The spherical cap volumes depend on the parent bubble diameter
lbub:

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

π= [ ]V
h

l
3

3

2
12cap

2

bub

The specific surface area SSA describes the total surface area per
bulk volume which, in the case of a Kelvin foam structure, takes the
form:

= [ ]SSA
S

V
13foam,Kel

foam,Kel

Kel

The total surface area is obtained by subtracting the curved areas of
the 14 spherical caps from the parent bubble surface

= − − [ ]S S S S8 6 14foam,Kel bub,Kel cap,hexagon cap,square

with { } ∈ ⩾S S, IRcap,hexagon cap,square 0. The curved area of a spherical
cap is calculated by Ref. 38:

π= [ ]S l h 15cap bub

State of charge and operating window.—The state of charge
(SoC) defines the level of charge in a battery relative to its
maximal capacity and takes values between 0 (empty) and
1 (full). The SoC is useful comparing the state of batteries with
different sizes or specific capacities. The achievable SoC is a
helpful measure to determine the resource efficiency of a
battery configuration. The depth of discharge (DoD) is an
alternative form for the same measure for the discharging
process.

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

= − = − [ ]

× [ ]

∫ [ ]( ) +

[ ] − [ ]

+

+ +

SoC 1 DoD Na

16

x t V

V

Na , , d
0

1

Na Na

el

el

max 0

The utilizable volumetric capacity sets the capacity of the battery
utilized in a charge or discharge cycle in relation to the cell volume.
It is a measure for the battery performance.

∫
=

([ ] − [ ] )
[ ]

+ +

c F
V

V

Na Na d
17v,u

start end el

cell

The operating window of the sodium iodine battery is determined
by three limits of use in the cathode half cell. Firstly, the local
sodium ion concentration must not exceed [ ]NaI max to avoid
precipitation of sodium iodide. Secondly, the local elemental
iodine concentration ([ ] = [ ] + [ ] + [ ])− −I I 2 I 3 Itot 2 3 must yield
[Itot]/[Na

+] < 0.475 for iodine to stay in solution.39 Thirdly,
iodide and triiodide may not completely deplete at the electrode
surface during the discharge process because they serve as the
charge-carrying species for the Butler-Volmer reaction.
Otherwise, the charge transfer reaction discontinues and dischar-
ging terminates.

Figure 2. Comparison of cell voltage curves between simple cathode design
and foam structure built of Kelvin unit cells with 1 mm length. The curves
represent the C/5 discharge. Electrolyte initial concentrations correspond to
8.3 M in the fully discharged state.
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Results and Discussion

The following section outlines the model-predicted influences of
three-dimensional glassy carbon foam cathode electrodes on the
battery performance. Glassy carbon is a widely used material for
battery electrode structures, inert and of high electric conductivity,
and therefore serves as the current-collecting foam material for the
following investigations.40 The simulations were conducted on a
hex-dominant computational grid with approximately two million
cells and 2.5e-4 m cell size in the bulk electrolyte. Local grid
refinement reduces the cell size to 30 μm in high-gradient areas. The
time step ranges between Δt= 1 s and Δt= 10 s depending on the
C-rate. It is considerably lower at the beginning and the end of
cycling to capture the larger potential changes.

Comparison between simple and three-dimensional foam
cathode design.—Former studies used a two-dimensional cathode
design to investigate various influences on the overall battery
performance of the sodium iodine battery.5 A vertically placed,
round-shaped titanium disc served as cathode structure. Despite its
simplicity, the main shortcoming of this design is that the electrode
surface is constrained to a small area in the cathode compartment. In
light of the unsatisfactory active species utilization of such a design,
the scope of the presented work includes exploring structures that
overcome this limitation.

A preliminary study uses a Kelvin cell design.41 Here, the
cathode electrode foam structure infiltrated with electrolyte provides
a larger and more evenly distributed surface. Figure 2 shows the
discharge curves for both cell designs considering different cathode
lengths lc at a 1/5 C-rate. Discharging starts at the fully charged state
and stops immediately when the species concentration of NaI or I2
exceeds the solubility limit. The species concentrations in the fully
charged state are evaluated by the iodine solubility relations.5,39

With increasing cathode length, discharging terminates earlier for
the two-dimensional cell design. Whereas discharging simulations
based on the cathode compartment filled with the glassy carbon foam
structure based on Kelvin’s conjuncture nearly reach fully dis-
charged states at SoC= 0. Hereby, the cathode length does not
influence reachable SoC, thus influencing cell voltage. The external
current density is proportional to the electrolyte volume when the C-
rate is held constant. Therefore, the batteries with thicker cathode
half cells cause higher ohmic resistances and overpotentials leading
to lower cell voltages. Figure 3 shows the achievable DoD for the
discharge process considering different C-rates and cathode lengths.
Again, the two-dimensional cathode design and the foamy cathode
design are compared. Discharging results in insufficient achievable
DoDs for the majority of simulation cases with a two-dimensional
cathode design. Solely low C-rates of 0.2 C and 0.5 cm cathode
length lead to a DoD higher than 0.5. Using the foamy cathode
design drastically improves the DoD to nearly 1 for cathode lengths
of 0.5 cm and 1 cm. The simulated battery with a 2 cm cathode
compartment length reaches a high utilizable capacity for 0.2 C but
decreases for higher C-rates.

Variation of foam structure.—After demonstrating enhanced
battery performance using three-dimensional electrodes in preli-
minary simulations, the following section examines their effects in
greater detail. Accordingly, we vary the virtual foam structure and
monitor its impact on the overall battery performance. The main
objective is to predict the best possible cathode electrode structure of
sodium iodine batteries.

Figure 3. Comparison of cell performance between the simple cathode
design and the foamy cathode structure built of Kelvin unit cells with 1 mm
length. The reached depth of discharge is shown for different cathode lengths
(lc) and C-rates. Electrolyte initial concentrations correspond to 8.3 M in the
fully discharged state.

Figure 4. Specific surface area of open-pored foam structures based on
Kelvinʼs conjecture.

Figure 5. Porosity of open-pored foam structures based on Kelvin’s
conjecture.
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Properties of regular open-pored foams.—First, it is necessary to
understand how the directly controllable variables affect the specific
surface area (Asp) and porosity, respectively.

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the specific surface area and the
porosity dependent on the parent bubble size lbub along with the
difference between the length of the Kelvin cell and parent bubble
size (lKel − lbub). The latter can be interpreted as the shell thickness
of the foam bubbles.

The values calculate from the equations describing the geometry
of Kelvin’s conjecture in the foam characterization section.

The shell thickness is constrained to a certain range to remain
mechanically stable (lower bound) and still produce open pores
(upper bound). It is generally assumed that a high surface area and
high porosity are both beneficial for the battery performance. High
porosity means that the cathode electrode structure takes less space
leaving the bigger volume part for the electrolyte which then
increases the energy density. A high specific surface area promises
lower overpotentials and lower specific molar production rates at the
electrode surface. The latter may avoid an early termination of
battery cycling due to the local depletion or precipitation of molar
species. Porosity and specific surface area are two of the key
parameters used in the literature to account for the battery micro-
structure and morphology in homogenized battery models.42,43

Figure 5 depicts that increasing the parent bubble size while holding
the shell thickness constant (which corresponds to going up on the y-
axis) increases the porosity. Simultaneously, the specific surface area
decreases (Fig. 4). Contrarily, the specific surface area grows with
increasing shell thickness (advancing on the x-axis) while the

porosity diminishes. As a consequence, one property cannot max-
imize without minimizing the other.

Foam creation.—First, a comparison of the virtual foams with
experimentally made glassy carbon foams assures the transferability
of the simulation results to real batteries: Fig. 6 shows the
reconstruction of a μCT scan of a glassy carbon open-pored foam.
In the manufacturing process, a commercial polyurethane-based
filter foam (10 ppi) was impregnated repeated times with phenol-
formaldehyde resin (molar ratio 1:2.5) and dried. The dried filter
foam was then heated under argon with 5 K/min to 300 °C, followed
by 10 K/min to 600 °C and 20 K/min to 1350 °C, which was kept for
5 h followed by natural cooling to room temperature. The foam
mainly consists of larger parent bubbles, which are subdivided by
around nine pores of similar sizes. The pore size is approximately
2.5 mm and the parent bubble size is about 4 mm.

The basic structure is regular and correlates well to the foam unit
cell derived from Kelvinʼs conjecture. However, the μCT scans
reveal thicker struts of the real foams compared to the Kelvin cell-
based virtual foam structures. In addition, the foam edges are less
sharp—especially at the pores—in comparison to the virtual Kelvin
foam cells. The foam junctures of the experimentally manufactured
foam are thickened which is an effect of the material solidification
process. Therefore, additional effort is necessary to create a more
realistic unit cell. The Blender software offers algorithms for
manipulating and smoothing of virtual shapes which were applied
to the Kelvin cell foam structures.44 Figure 7 compares a foam based
on the Kelvin unit cells and a foam based on the smoothed unit cells.
The smoothed cells approximation better captures the key features of
the glassy carbon foams. The quality of the virtual foam structure
toward a more realistic glassy carbon foam representation can be
enhanced using smoothing algorithms. The following studies are
based on the smoothed virtual cell design for this reason.

With the aid of the aforementioned method, twelve different
smoothed virtual foam structures are created modifying the strut
thickness and the cell size. The overall length of the cathode is fixed
at 2 cm. Table II lists the porosity and the specific surface area of the
examined virtual foam structures. The data elucidates two trends:
First, porosity solely correlates with strut diameter and lowers with
increasing value. The thinnest strut in this study leads to the highest
porosity of 97.4% while the porosity of the thickest foam is about
40% lower. They represent the highest and lowest porosities
achievable with this method yielding sensible strut thicknesses and
pore sizes. Second, the specific surface area follows the opposite
trend and increases with the strut size but also with increasing
number of cells. The specific surface area of the foam structure with
1 mm cell size and the highest strut diameter is about 26 times larger
than the shown structure with the lowest surface area.

Discharging.—Figure 8 outlines the termination states for a
galvanostatic C/4 discharging process for the twelve foam structures

Figure 6. μCT scan of a glassy carbon foam.

Figure 7. Comparison between foam structures based on the Kelvin cell (a) and foam structures with additional manipulation and smoothing (b).
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listed in Table II. The solid lines represent the volumetric capacity
and are plotted on the primary y-axis. The values are also converted
to the depth of discharge and plotted with dashed lines on the
secondary y-axis. Different markers and line colors indicate the
porosity of the associated foam structures. The most porous foam
structure nearly reaches the completely discharged state with DoDs
greater than around 0.9 for all cell sizes. The foam structure with
86.1% porosity approximately reaches the end of the discharge cycle
for the foam cell sizes 1 cm and 2 cm but falls short of the more
porous foam structure about 0.1 of DoD for greater cell size. The
most dense foam with 64.6% porosity achieves an acceptable DoD
higher than 0.9 for the smallest cell size and declines to DoDs of
around 0.8 for the largest simulated foam cell size (10 mm). The
drop in volumetric capacity—from most porous to densest foam—is
bigger than the drop in DoD because the denser foams carry less
electrolyte and therefore have a lower theoretical maximal capacity.
For this reason, the usable volumetric capacity for the most porous
foam structure is around 100 AhL−1 while it more than halves for
the most dense foam structure still achieving a DoD of 0.6 for a cell
size of 10 mm. The performance of the foam structure with 86.1%
porosity lies in between. The theoretical capacity of a cathode

without a glassy carbon foam and solely filled with electrolyte is
117 AhL−1. The same discharging process for a C-rate of 0.5 is laid
out in Fig. 9. The simulated achievable DoDs are generally lower for
all foam structures reaching values between 0.73 and 0.64 for the
most porous foam structure. The most dense foam structure achieves
poor DoDs between 0.4 and 0.2.

Figure 10 shows the electrolyte species concentrations averaged
along the axis between separator and cathode current collector for a
C/2 discharging process and a foam cell size of 10 mm. It should be
pointed out that the iodine concentration is three orders of magnitude
smaller than the other species concentrations and therefore refers to
the secondary y-axis. It stands out that the iodine concentration in the
vicinity of the cathode current collector decreases with the foam
porosity—1e-3 M for the most porous foam compared to 5e-3 M.
The foam structure with 97.4% porosity holds the least surface area,
and the electric potential drop in the glassy carbon foam is the
highest. This can be attributed to the fact that the struts of highly
porous foams are thinner, thus needing higher electric potential
gradients to drive the same electric current toward the opposite side
of the cathode cell. In combination, most of the Butler-Volmer
reaction takes place close to the cathode current collector consuming
iodine. More important is the concentration of sodium ions in the
proximity of the NaSICON separator. It locally exceeds 11.3 M
which leads to the precipitation of sodium iodide. This is particularly
harmful to the NaSICON and may lead to irreversible damage of the
separator.

Generally, DoD declines with increasing cell size and with
decreasing porosity. Smaller cell sizes are beneficiary because they
are accompanied by higher specific surface areas of the glassy
carbon foam serving the Butler-Volmer surface reaction. On the
contrary, increasing the surface by decreasing the porosity has a
negative effect on the achievable DoD. The pores of the denser
foams are smaller albeit the cell size remains the same. These
smaller pores hinder sodium ions coming from the anode from
traveling through the cathode compartment toward the cathode
current collector. Consequently, larger amounts of sodium ions
remain in the space close to the separator exceeding the solubility
limit of sodium iodide. As a result, the discharging process
terminates. The performance of the dense foams becomes worse
considering the porosity and comparing the capacity of the different
structures (Figs. 9 and 8). The glassy carbon occupies more space for

Table II. Smoothed virtual foam properties.

dstrut (mm) lcell (mm) ϵ (%) Asp (m
−1)

0.1 10 97.4 150.6
0.05 5 97.4 375.1
0.02 2 97.4 743.4
0.01 1 97.4 1479.5

1.0 10 86.1 297.7
0.5 5 86.1 744.7
0.2 2 86.1 1479.4
0.1 1 86.1 2990.1

2 10 64.6 397.5
1 5 64.6 993.9
0.4 2 64.6 1969.6
0.2 1 64.6 3982.9

Figure 8. The solid lines represent the utilizable volumetric capacity of a
sodium iodine battery with glassy carbon foam structures as current
collectors while dashed lines represent the corresponding depth of discharge
as a function of the foam cell size. Under C/4 discharging, the green lines
represent a porosity of 97.4%, the red lines represent a porosity of 86.1%,
and the blue lines represent a porosity of 64.6%.

Figure 9. The Solid lines represent the utilizable volumetric capacity of a
sodium iodine battery with glassy carbon foam structures as current
collectors while the dashed lines represent the corresponding depth of
discharge as a function of the foam cell size. Under C/2 discharging, the
green lines represent a porosity of 97.4%, the red lines represent a porosity of
86.1%, and the blue lines represent a porosity of 64.6%.
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the dense foam than for the thinner foams and therefore lowers the
theoretical capacity for the denser foams in the first place.

Charging.—Figure 11 shows the charging process for the
aforementioned smoothed virtual foam structures. Charging takes
place under galvanostatic conditions at a C-rate of 0.25. The graph
indicates a similar trend compared to the C/4 discharging process.
There is a slight but steady decrease of the achievable state of charge
for all investigated foam structures. The SoC at the end of the
charging cycle drops from 0.93 to 0.88 for the most porous foam.
The charging process for the densest foam with a porosity of 64.6%
terminates later than its discharging process, reaching and
SoC= 0.86 for a foam cell size of 1 mm. The result of the C/4
charging simulation with the same foam structure and the largest cell
size of 10 mm is nearly identical to its discharging process canceling
at SoC= 0.62. The 86.1% porous foam performs better for a C/4
charging process compared to a C/4 discharging process for foam
cell sizes smaller than 2 mm achieving SoCs higher than 0.9.
Analogous to the densest foam structure, the achievable SoCs
decline for the larger foam cell sizes. Again, the resulting volumetric

capacities of the denser foam structures are distinctly lower than
those of the most porous foam structures. The lower reachable SoCs
in combination with less void volume penetrated with electrolyte
lead to volumetric capacities of less than 50 AhL−1 for the smoothed
foam structures with a 64.6% porosity. The cathode half cells
utilizing foams of 97.4% porosity realize over 100 AhL−1.

Figure 12 reports the same charging process with C= 0.5. There
is a noticeable drop of achievable SoC for the most porous foam
with 1 mm—which performed best earlier—to 0.39. The terminal
SoC is significantly higher for the larger foam cell sizes and lies
between 0.8 and 0.67. The densest foam (64.6% porosity) perfor-
mance in the C/2 charging process follows the trend of the C/4

Figure 10. Simulated concentrations of electrolyte species during a C/2
initial discharge and for a 2 mm cell size. The catholyte species concentra-
tions are averaged for positions between separator and cathode current
collector (CC).

Figure 11. The Solid lines represent the utilizable volumetric capacity of a
sodium iodine battery with glassy carbon foam structures as current
collectors while the dashed lines represent the corresponding depth of
discharge as a function of the foam cell size. Under C/4 charging, the green
lines represent a porosity of 97.4%, the red lines represent a porosity of
86.1%, and the blue lines represent a porosity of 64.6%.

Figure 12. The solid lines represent the utilizable volumetric capacity of a
sodium iodine battery with glassy carbon foam structures as current
collectors while the dashed lines represent the corresponding depth of
discharge as a function of the foam cell size. Under C/2 charging, the green
lines represent a porosity of 97.4%, the red lines represent a porosity of
86.1%, and the blue lines represent a porosity of 64.6%.
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charging process: The achievable SoC for a charging process with a
cathode compartment constructed from small cell sizes is higher
compared to discharging with identical C-rate. The batteries with
larger cell sizes (>4 mm) act similarly for the charging process and
the discharging process. The batteries consisting of a foam structure
with 86.1% porosity achieve SoCs between 0.1 and 0.05 higher
when charging compared to discharging with C/2 with a slightly
steeper decline toward larger foam cell sizes. Figure 13 illustrates
the electrolyte species concentrations averaged along the axis
perpendicular to the separator and the cathode current collector.
Iodine species concentrations are denoted on the secondary y-axis.
The figure snapshots the concentration distribution at the same SoC
for all porosities which is equivalent to the terminal SoC achievable
(SoC= 0.47) for the densest foam structure (Fig. 12). The spatial
distribution of mobile species reveals that the elemental iodine-to-
sodium-ion relation locally sinks below [Itot]/[Na

+]< 0.475 in the
vicinity of the separator. This generates iodine precipitation and
potentially dendrite forming which causes damage to the NaSICON
ceramic that serves as the separator between the molten sodium and
the aqueous electrolyte.

The three-dimensional simulations unveil that species transport
from and to the electrode structure surface inside the particular foam
cell is not the limiting factor. Hence, the observations show that
sodium ion transport from and to the NaSICON separator throughout
the cathode half cell is crucial for operating in safe working
conditions without precipitation of NaI or I2.

Conclusions

Our study examines the effects of open-pored glassy carbon
foams as three-dimensional electrode structures in sodium iodine
battery cathodes. Spatially resolved simulations of the cathode
compartment were carried out to give insights into the spatial
distribution of electrolyte species inside the porous electrode
structures. Comparative simulations between a two-dimensional
cathode electrode design utilizing a vertically placed disc reveal
that foam electrode structures drastically improve the achievable
depth of discharge. Packing of Kelvin unit cells virtually reproduces
the glassy carbon foam structure. The computational foam creation
shows that maximizing the specific surface area inevitably causes the
reduction of porosity. Our simulations suggest that a larger surface
area at the expense of porosity is detrimental. The range of 150 m−1

to 3980 m−1 can improve the reachable depth of discharge by less
than 0.1 on average based on our model assumptions. The
volumetric capacity of the cathode half cell drops about 60 AhL−1

for a C/4 initial charging or discharging process when the porosity of
the cathode electrode foam structure reduces from 97.4% to 64.5%.
Simulations with higher C-rates of C/2 confirm that result leading to
a 50 AhL−1 lower volumetric capacity for the most porous foam
compared to the most dense foam.

Most significantly, large pores in relation to the foam cell size—
which is associated with a high porosity—ensure a smooth sodium
ion transit from one foam cell to another and immensely enhance
battery performance. Lowering the cell size—which correlates to an
increased surface area—has a modest positive effect except for
97.4% porous foams with cell sizes smaller than 2 mm.

In summary, the data proposes high porosity as the primary
morphology property and specific surface area as the second
characteristic in glassy carbon foam structures to maximize.
Although further investigations are needed, the present study
contributes to a better understanding of all-liquid sodium iodine
batteries. With our new improvements in the cell design, the positive
half-cell utilizes over 90% of the theoretical capacity reaching more
than 100 AhL−1. These insights aid in the further technical devel-
opments of iodine-based, all-liquid batteries. Together with a liquid
sodium anode, the battery system is a future candidate for stationary
energy storage considering its sustainable and earth-abundant
materials and the scalability and safety of the battery system.
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